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The definitive book of Poole's two-
colour and  Twintone ranges

A complete guide to Poole tableware 
from the 1920s to the 2000s

Explanation of rare and lesser known 
tableware shapes and glazes

Fully illustrated in colour and 
published in large format – 

expected to be 160 pages

Many examples from 
original Poole pattern 

books and shape cards

Fully endorsed by the 
Poole Museum and the 

Lifestyle Group (Poole's 
present owners)

www.twintone.co.uk



Many non-tableware shapes 
are included. Zoom swatches 

are used to show detailed 
areas of interest.

Feather Drift, by 
the celebrated 
designer, A B Read
Pattern card courtesy 
of Poole Museum

Detailed photos of backstamps

The historic aspect of the Pottery 
is explored, explaining traditional 
firing and painting techniques. 
Biographies of all the leading 
designers are included.

The Watkinson 
motif and the 
Leaping Deer, 
both designed by 
Truda Carter.

The Contour coffee set shape, designed 
by Robert Jefferson, decorated with the 
Desert Song pattern. 

The book covers not only Twintone, 

and its predecessor ‘two-colour’, but 

all later tableware shapes, patterns 

and glazes. It explains how the glazes 

and shapes were developed, and 

the historical importance of Carter, 

Stabler & Adams as a unique non-

Staffordshire pottery, with special 

connections to the seaside town in 

which it is situated. Poole Pottery 

was recognised by the pottery trade 

and design critics alike as leading the 

way in developing high quality wares 

which were imitated by many more 

traditional manufacturers.

A definitive study of Poole Pottery’s 
range of Twintone and Tableware About The Book

Foreword by John B Adams. �

Poole tableware from the  �
1920s to the 21st century.

All the Twintone colours  �
and shapes.

Fully illustrated in colour,  �
and documented from 
contemporary sources.

Over 70 glazes identified. �

Over 180 patterns illustrated. �

Over 20 tableware  �
shape designs described 
and explained.

With co-operation and support  �
from the Poole Museum, 
and the Lifestyle Group.

Many examples from  �
original Poole pattern 
books and shape cards.

Designs by John Adams,  �
Harold Stabler, Truda 
Carter, A B  Read, Robert 
Jefferson, Ruth Pavely, David 
Queensberry, Anita Harris.
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